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The Tithicintama'T}i (TC) is one of the astronomical tables written for the con

venience of Indian calendar-makers by GaI).esa, a famous astronomer who flourished 

in the early 16th century. 

In this paper, after giving a minimal introduction to Indian astronomy and calen

dars, we give an overview of this treatise, explain the individual verses which describe 

rules to calculate the arguments for using the tables, and attempt to reconstruct the 

tables and demonstrate the meanings of each of their columns. 

I Basic Description of the Indian Calendar 

1.1 Elements of the Calendar 

The traditional Indian calendar is called paiicanga 1 which literally means "having 

five subdivisions." These subdivisions are vara, tithi, nak:;;atra, yoga, and karaI_J.a. 

Vara A vara is a weekday, counted from Sunday to Saturday. Weekdays generally 

begin from sunrise. Therefore, each week begins from the sunrise of Sunday. Some 

schools oflndian astronomy, however, employ midnight epoch where weekdays begin 
at midnight. Hence it is sometimes necessary to convert the midnight epoch to the 

sunrise epoch, and vice versa. This kind of problem in the TC is discussed in section 

III.2. 

Tithi A tithi is a "lunar day," or 1/30 of a synodic month, during which the longi

tudinal elongation between the sun and moon increases by 12 degrees. When tithis 

are measured or calculated using mean longitudes of the sun and moon, the tithis 
are also mean. If the true longitudes are used, those are true. The first tithi of 

a synodic month begins with the conjunction of the sun and moon at new moon 

(hereafter NM), or opposition of those two at full moon (hereafter FM). Tithis are 

used to number each day of a month; when the sunrise of a day is included in the 

1 For more information about paiicanga see, for example, IAS pp. 100-109; and YANO, pp. 46-61, 

93-105, and 148-178. 
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nth tithi of a month, the day is the nth day of the month. 

Nak~atra A nakr;;atra is a time unit during which the moon goes 13;20 degrees 
along the ecliptic. A sidereal month contains 27 nakr;;atras. "Nakr;;atra" originally 

refers to the 27 or 28 stars or groups of stars in the moon's path, and the moon is 

said to conjoin with one of them each night. 2 It is very important astrologically to 

know in which nakr;;atra the moon is located. The Indian months are named after 

the nakr;;atras with which the (ideal) full moon of each month coincides. 

Yoga The yoga, which literally means "sum", is an artifical unit; during 1 yoga the 

sum of the longitudes of the sun and the moon increases by 13;20 degrees. 

Karai:ia A kara1_1a is half a tithi. 

1.2 Days, Months, and Years 

There are four standards for measuring years, months, and days: solar, lunar, civil, 

and sidereal. We explain some of them which are related to the calendar. 

Day Civil days and lunar days (tithis) are commonly used in India. Civil days 

ordinarily begin from sunrise as explained in section I. l. Tithis have also been 

described above. 

Month A synodic month is the interval between two successive occurrences of NM 
or FM. 

A sidereal month is the rotation of the moon through 360° in its orbit. 

A calendar month starts with the beginning of the first civil day (i.e., sunrise or 
midnight) immediately after NM or FM. 

Year A solar year begins from the instant the sun enters into the first degree of 

Aries. This instant is called Mer;;asankranti, "entry into Aries". Because Indian 

astronomy does not employ precession for measuring a year, an Indian solar year is 
not tropical but sidereal. 

A calendar year, on the other hand, starts with the first civil day of the month 

Caitra which begins immediately after NM or FM just before Mer;;asankranti. 

A standard calendar year includes 12 synodic months. Because 12 synodic months 

are shorter than 1 solar year, intercalary months are inserted periodically. 

1.3 Miscellaneous 

Astronomical Schools or Pak~as Pakr;,a (literally, "wing") means a school or 

tradition within a discipline. Five pakr;;as in Indian astronomy are traditionally 

2 See DSB, Supplement I, pp. 535 and 537. 
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distinguished by the parameters they use. Parameters of two of those, 3 the Saura

pakf?a and the Gal).esapakf?a, are used in the TC. 
The "Saura school" employs astronomical parameters based on the Surya

siddhanta, one of the most popular Sanskrit astronomical texts, which was compiled 
about the 9th century. The "Gar:iesa school", on the other hand, uses parameters 

devised by Gar:iesa himself. 

Era There are numerous different eras in India; the Saka era is the most popular 
in astronomy. Its zero-year begins in A.D. 78. The epoch of the TC, Saka 1447, 

corresponds to A.D. 1525. 

Prime Meridian The Indian prime meridian or parallel of zero terrestrial longitude 

is generally supposed to pass through Lanka (Sri Lanka), Ujjayin1 (modern Ujjain), 

and Sumeru. 

Yojana The yojana is a unit of length on the order of 10 kilometers, though it does 

not have a standardized precise value. The circumference of the earth is traditionally 

assumed to be 5000 yojanas. 

Sexagesimal Numbers Indian astronomy mainly uses sexagesimal numbers to 

express position and time. Numbers in the following sections expressed using semi

colons and commas are sexagesimal. The semicolons separate the integer and frac
tional parts, and sexagesimal places are separated by commas. For example, 4:45,27 
means 4 x 60° + 45 x 60- 1 + 27 x 60- 2 (= 4.7575 in decimal). 

Sub-Units of Time One sixtieth part of a "day" of whatever variety mentioned 

in section 1.2 is called a ghat"f. When the base unit is the civil day, 1 ghat"f = 1/60 

day. Ghatika, na<;l1, and na<;lika are synonyms for ghat"f. 1/60 of a ghat"f is called a 

pala or vighat1, vighatika, etc. 4;45,27 days are 4 days, 45 ghat1s, and 27 palas. 

Mean and True Longitudes Astronomical parameters are given in the form of 
integer numbers of rotations in a certain long period, either a yuga or a kalpa. 

One kalpa contains 4320000000 solar years. Usually, a kalpa includes 14 subdi
visions called manvantaras interspersed with 15 "twilight" (sandhi) periods. Each 

manvantara is divided into 71 mahayugas or, simply, yugas. The yuga consists of 

4320000 years and is divided into four sub-yugas: ki;ta-yuga, treta-yuga, dvapara

yuga, and kali-yuga (See JYOTIIj pp.12-15). The intervening sandhis are equal to 

a ki;ta-yuga, or 1728000 years. 

When the number of complete rotations in such a period is given, the integer 

and fractional rotations in a shorter time interval can be found by proportion. In 
the Saura school, for example, the number of lunar rotations or sidereal months is 

57753336 in 4320000 solar years. The longitude of the moon expressed in degrees at 

3 Though Ga9-esa mentions in verse 18 of the TC that the parameter of the lunar node is from the 

Arya paki:;a, the lunar node is never used in the TC. 
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the end of the yth year from the beginning of the yuga is easily calculated as: 

57753336 . . 360 
4320000 y 

(mod 360). 

This is the mean longitude of the moon at the end of the yth year. Any other values 
derived from the original parameters in this way are mean. Positions derived from 

other mean values are also called mean. 

Mean longitudes of the sun etc. rectified by equations computed from their or
bital anomalies are the true positions, and any other values calculated using these 

corrected longitudes are also true; e.g., the difference between the longitude of the 
true sun and that of the true moon divided by 12 is the number of true tithis from 
the true beginning of the synodic month. 

II Overview of the Tithicintamar;ii 

11.1 Text of the Tithicintiimar.ii 

We mainly used a published text edited with the Udahara'l'},a of Visvanatha (early 

17th century) by Dattatreya A.pate, Anandasrama Sanskrit Series (ASS) 120, Part 
1, Poona 1942. We also referred to part of a manuscript (Smith Indic 5, ff.1-7 copied 
by D. Pingree. See CESS A5, 751 b) of a commentary composed by Ve.rikatesa in 
A.D. 1808. General information about the Tithicintama'l'},i, as well as about vast 
numbers of its manuscripts, is given in SATIUS pp. 47b-50b, SATE pp.100-101, 
and CESS A2, 100b-103a; A3, 28a; A4, 74a-75a; and A5, 73a. For astronomical 

tables in general see JYOTII:I pp. 41-46. For the author Gal).esa see DSB vol. V, 
274-276. 

11.2 Contents of the Tithicintiimar.ii 

The published version of Tithicintama'l'},i we used consists of the following: an open

ing verse (verse 1); rules for calculating the arguments for tables and using the tables 
for calculating the weekday and time of day of the beginning of a given true tithi, 
nak~atra or yoga in any given year (verses 2-13); general instructions to calendar
makers on using the data from the tables (verses 14-18); and three sets of tables. 4 

The Sanskrit texts of the verses with translations and explanations are given in 
section III (verses 1-13) and section IV (verses 14-18) of this paper. Some data 
from the tables is provided as an appendix. 

11.3 Purpose of the Tithicintiimar.ii 

Standard paiica.rigas include not only the names of the tithi, nak~atra, yoga, and 
karal).a in which the beginning of each weekday is included but also the true time of 

4 These are classified in SATIUS as tables 1-3. 
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the day when a tithi, nak~atra, yoga, or karal).a changes to the next one. Determining 
these moments is the purpose of astronomical tables such as those in the TC. 

The calendar-maker for whom the work is written is presumed to know the dis

tance in yojanas from his locality to the prime meridian and also the current Saka 

year. With those two items the calendar-maker can produce the required tabular 

arguments corresponding to the desired tithi, nak~atra, and yoga according to the 

procedure described in verses 2-11. Once he obtains the arguments, he can get the 

required values for calendars using the tables in accordance with the instructions 

from verses 12 and 13. 

11.4 How Do the Tables Work? 

The tables seem to work as described in the following sections. \Ye use the abbrevi

ations below to stand for some characteristic events. 

CA: mean NM or F:M preceding 1I~ailkranti. CA is the beginning of the synodic, 

not calender, month of Caitra. 

MS: the entrance of the mean sun into the first degree of Aries. i.e.. mean 

M~asailkranti. 
Tithi 0: the tithi in which :MS falls. 

VA: the end of the week preceding 115. 
AA: the end of the anomalistic month preceding ~IS. 

And we also use the subscripts t. n. and y to denote that given amounts with 

these subscripts are for the calculation of tithi. n~atra. and yoga respectively: and 

the superscripts i and g for integer and ghatika portions of a time interval. 

JI.4.1 Tables for Tithis 

The set of tables for tithis includes three tables: varadi table, parakhya table, and 
hara table. 

Tithi- Varadi Table The table of weekdays with fractions. The argument for this 

table is the number Nt of complete mean tithis from the end of mean tithi O to the 

end of the given tithi. The result is the difference in days and fractions of a day 

(modulo 7) between the end of mean tithi O and the end of the "true-mean" tithi 
corresponding to the given tithi. 5 "True-mean" means that this result is calculated 

from the true sun and mean moon at the end of the given tithi. To this result is 
added the so-called tithibhoga Bt, or the actual day and time of day at the end of 

mean tithi 0, counted from VA. Then their sum (modulo 7) is the required weekday 

5 The value for Nt = 0 is, therefore, the difference in days between the end of "true-mean" tithi O 

and that of mean tithi 0. 
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and time of day at the end of the given tithi. As mentioned above, this result seems 

to take into account only true solar and mean lunar motion, and must therefore be 

corrected with respect to the moon by results from the two subsequent tables. 

Figure 1. Tabular Arguments and Results for Tithis (1) 

Timeline (tithis) 

CA VA AA MS 

I 1 I 1 

Tithi 0 

Timeline (days) 

CA VA AA MS 

I 1 1 I I I 

Bt 

Given tithi 

Given tithi 

Result of Nt ETM 

Tithi-Parakhya Table The table of additional corrections. The argument is the 

sum Pt of the previous argument Nt and the integer part Kj of the tithikendra Kt, 

that is, the number of tithis from the end of the mean tithi including AA to the end 

of mean tithi 0.6 The result is an increment (or decrement) in ghatJs and smaller 

units which is applied to the day and time produced by the tithivaradi procedures. 

This result, depending as it does on the time elapsed from a point near AA (when 

the lunar anomaly is 0), is evidently a correction to account for the effect of lunar 

anomaly upon the interval up to the given tithi. 

Figure 2. Tabular Arguments and Results for Tithis (2) 

Timeline ( ti this) 

CA VA AA MS 

Kg 
t 

6 For kendras see sections III.6~III.7. 

Given tithi 
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Tithi-Hara Table The table of divisors for another additional correction. The 

argument for this table is again the argument Pt. The fractional part Kf of the 

tithikendra Kt described above is divided by the divisor (hara) in the table, and the 
result is an increment or decrement in ghatis applied to the corrected result from 
the tithiparakhya procedure. This is a calculation of the effect of the lunar anomaly 

upon the fractional part of the kendra, Kf, that was omitted in the previous step, 
and thus intended to compensate for that omission. With the parakhya and hara 

corrections, we finally get the weekdays with fractions from VA till the end of the 

true tithi. 

Example We give a concrete example using the sample of the table of TC in the 
appendix. 

We require the number of complete mean tithis since MS, or Nt, and also the number 

of tithis from AA to the end of mean tithi 0. which is Kt. The length in days of the 

fraction of a week from VA to the end of mean tithi O is Bt. Their supposed values 

are as follows: 

Nt=lO 

Kt = 5: 20, 15 (K1 = 5. Kf = 0: 20, 15) 

Bt = 3:30,25 

Pt = Nt + Kf = 10 + 5 = 15. 

Enter the column of tithi-varadi with Nt = 10 and get 3:0.57. Add Bt = 3; 30, 25 to 

it, and get 

3;0,57+3;30.25 = 6:31.22. 

Then enter the column of tithi-parakhya and tithihara with Pt = 15, and get -6; 5 
and -13 respectively. Add -6; 5 x 50- 1 (because they are expressed in ghatI) to 

6; 31, 22: 
6; 31, 22 + (-0; 6, 5) = 6: 25, 17. 

Divide Kf = O; 20, 15 by -13: 

O; 20, 15 ~ -O; l, 33_ 
-13 

Add it multiplied by 50- 1 to 6;25,17: 

6; 25, 17 + (-0; 0, 1, 33) = 6; 25, 15, 27. 

The final result, 6;25,15,27, is the time of the weekday at the end of the given true 
tithi; that is, around sunset of a Saturday. 

II.4-2 Tables for Nak§atras 

The set for naki;;atras includes just two tables. See section III.13. 
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Figure 3. Tabular Arguments and Results for Nak~atras 

Timeline ( ti this) 
CA VA 

Timeline ( nak~atras) 
CA VA 

\ 1 \ 1 

Timeline (days) 
CA 

\ 1 

VA 

I 

AA MS Given tithi 

MS 

I 
Result of KK plus result of Pn 

Nak~atra-Varadi Table The tithivaradi argument Nt, the number of tithis, is 

converted to nak~atras and truncated to the nearest integer, Nn. Thus Nn is an 
integer number of nak~atras which may be considered as a time interval extend

ing backwards from the end of the nak~atra closest to the end of the given tithi 
(i.e., the given nak~atra) to the end of the nak~atra closest to the end of tithi 0 
(namely, nak~atra 0). To this is added the integer part K~ of the nak~atrakendra 
Kn, the number of nak~atras from the end of the nak~atra including AA to the end 
of nak~atra 0. Their sum is the argument Pn, the interval in nak~atras between 

the end of that anomalistic month and the end of the given nak~atra ( minus the 
fractional part of the nak~atrakendra, KK). The result is the difference in days etc. 
(modulo 7) corresponding to that interval, and apparently takes into account true 
lunar motion. 

Na~atra-Hara Table The argument Pn is used again to find the resulting hara 

by which the fractional part KK of the nak~atrakendra Kn must be divided. Their 
quotient, as in the tithihara table, is applied to the previous result to compensate 

for the previous omission of KK. To this is added the nak~atrabhoga Bn, the actual 
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weekday and time of the end of the preceding anomalistic month. This sum (modulo 

7) is the required weekday and time of the end of the given naki:;atra. 

JI.4.3 Tables for Yogas 

This set contains three tables. 

Yoga-Vara.di Table This table is intended to be essentially similar to the 

tithivaradi table. The argument Ny is the tithivaradi argument Nt converted to 

yogas and truncated to the nearest integer. Thus Ny is an integer number of yogas 
which may be considered as a time interval extending backwards from the end of 
the yoga closest to the end of the given tithi (i.e., the given yoga) to the end of the 

yoga closest to the end of tithi O (namely, yoga 0). The result is the difference in 

days and fractions of a day (modulo 7) between the end of yoga O and the end of 

the given yoga. To this is added the yogabhoga By, the day and time of the end of 

yoga O counted from the end of the preceding week. Their sum (modulo 7) is the 

weekday and time of day at the end of the given yoga, assuming true solar and mean 

lunar motion. 

Yoga-Parakhya and Yoga-Hara Tables These tables operate in precisely the 

same way as the corresponding tithi tables described above (using Ny, Ky etc. 

instead of the corresponding tithi parameters) to produce corrections (due to lunar 
anomaly) to the value of the weekday and time at the end of the given yoga. 

III Rules for Computing the Tabular Arguments 

We give in this section the Sanskrit texts of verses 1-13, their translations, and 

explanations of their meaning. 

111.1 Verse 1: Salutation 

yas cintama'T},ir arikalekhyabahulo 'tyalpakriyo matkrtas 

tithyadyavagamagrado 'sya sukhino ye lekhane bhfraval_i I 

tatprztyai laghum alpakrtyam amala'f!I, tithyadicintama'T},i'f!I, 

vighnesarkamukhan pra'T},amya kurute srzmad ga'T},esal_i krtf II 1 

A jewel of thought ( cintama'T}i) which I have made is rich in numbers and 

figures and gives knowledge about the tithi and so on, and is very concise. 

But some people are timid about this pleasant composition. Having saluted 

Gal_l.sa and ( the planets) beginning with the sun, the skillful Gal_l.esa makes 

a jewel of thought about the tithi etc., which is easy, concise, and without 
errors for the sake of such people. 
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GaI).esa composed another set of tables named Brhattithicintamar:ii. 7 But its 
epoch is Saka 1474 = A.D. 1555, thirty years after that of TC. So the Tithicintamar:ii 

mentioned in the former half of this verse is presumably not this Brhattithicintamar:ii. 

There is also an expanded version of the Tithicintamar:ii in 73 verses. 8 The relation 

between the two versions has so far not been clearly established. 

111.2 Verse 2: Lord of the Year 

vyagayugamanusakaf:,, syat samaugho hato 'yarri 

svarakhakhakubhir apto nagasatya 'bdapaf:,, syat I 
dyumukha iha pale$U tryabdhihrdvar$ayuktaf:,, 

srutibhir i$usamudrair bhair yutaf:,, saptata$taf:i II 2 

(The number of) Saka years diminished by 1447 is the number of years 

(from the epoch of the TC). Multiply this by 1007 and divide by 800. Add 

the year divided by 43 to its palas (1/3600 of a day). Increase (the sum) 
by 4;45,27 and divide by 7. The remainder is the lord of the year (L) 

beginning with days. 

Let Y be the current Saka year: 

y = Y - 1447 

1007 y 1 
L = 

800 
y + 

43 
· 

3600 
+ 4; 45, 27 (mod 7). 

The formula gives the excess in days over an integer number of weeks accumulated 

in the course of y years from the epoch of the TC (Saka 1447): that is. the time in 

days between MS of the current year and the end of the preceding week at the prime 
meridian (VAo). This is called the lord of the year. L as it specifies which weekday 

begins or "rules" the current year. For example, when O :S: L < 1, the day including 

MS is Sunday. 

Figure 4. Lord of the Year at the Prime Meridian 

Timeline (days) 

CA VAo AA MS 

L 

7 Published with the Subodhini of Vi1?l)U (without tables), ASS 120, Part 2. 
8We referred to a copy in manuscript Oxford (Vyasa) 11. See CESS A5, 73a. 
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The first y-term implies a year-length of 364 + 1007 /800 6, 5; 15, 31, 30 
days, the year-length of the Ardharatrikapak::m. 9 The second y-term increases 

this parameter to 6, 5; 15, 31, 31, 23, 43 · · · days; compare the Saurapak~a parame
ter 6, 5; 15, 31, 31, 23, 59 · · · days. The accumulated excess weekdays in the y years 
since epoch are added to the epoch constant (~epaka), 4; 45, 27 days, and the result 
(modulo 7) is the required fraction of a week, in days. 

The given epoch constant is the lord of year at epoch, Saka 1447 = A.D. 1525. 
Using the Saurapak~a parameters of 4320000 years and 1577917828 days 10 in the 
yuga, and 1955884626 years elapsed of the kalpa at epoch, 11 there results an integer 
number of weeks elapsed plus 4:0.27 days, which is less than the epoch constant, 4; 

45, 27, by 0;45.12 

The 0;45-day difference does not seem to be the result of a different choice of 
parameters. For if we recalculate the epoch constant with the Tithicintama'f}i year

length, it produces a value of 3: 53, 28 for the lord of the year. If the Ardharatri
kapak~a year-length is used, the lord of the year becomes 3; 58, 39. The O; 45-day 
difference, then, is an extra quantity added to the result of the calculation with the 
Saurapa~a parameters, apparently in order to shift the beginning of a day from 
the midnight epoch of the Saurapalcyi 13 to a mean sunrise epoch. One may wonder 
why Ga.I).esa adds 0: 45 and does not subtract 0: 15 for getting the epoch constant, 
3; 45, 27. It seems likely that Gru;iesa deliberately avoided changing the weekday of 
the first day of Saka 1447: both 4: 0. 26. 56 and 4: 45, 27 imply the first day of Saka 
1447 is Thursday, while 3: 45. 27 indicates \Yednesday. 

111.3 Verse 3: Longitudinal Difference 

rekhayal}, svapurasthayojaniini 

svanghryuniini palais ca tatpmmiir:iailJ, I 
hf na<f,hyarri vidadhfta var~aniithaT(I, 

rekhayalJ, parapurvage svadese II 3 

9 See, for example, PS I 14 and XI 1. 

10 88 1, 37. 
11 The quantity of 1955884626 years corresponds to a combination of 7 twilights of 1728000 years 

each, 6 manvantaras of 306720000 years each, 27 mahii.yugas of 4320000 years each in the current 

manvantara, 3888000 years of the krta-, treta- and dvii.para-yuga in the current mahii.yuga, and 4626 

years of the present kaliyuga up to Saka 1447 = A.D. 1525, less the canonical 17064000 years of 

quiescence stipulated by the Saurapa~a. (If these 17064000 years were included in the calculation, 

the epoch constant would be 1;36,26,56 days.) 
12 1577917828 x 1955884626/4320000 (mod 7) = an integer number ofweeks+4;0,26,56··· 
13 The Sii:ryasiddhiinta states (SS l, 50) the epoch time to be midnight, and thus the period of 

quiescence or creation in the present kalpa ended at midnight Saturday /Sunday. 
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Diminish the ( distance in) yojanas of one's own town from the prime merid

ian ( c5) by their fourth part. Decrease or increase the lord of the year ( L) 
by that amount in palas when one's own town is west or east of the prime 

meridian. 

The rule given in this verse is: 

3 
d=-·8 

4 ' 

where c5 is the distance in yojanas from the prime meridian to the observer's longi
tude and d is the time-difference in palas (1/3600 of a day) corresponding to that 

longitudinal distance. Then d is added to or subtracted from L: 

l = L ± d. 

The rule replaces the initial value L for the current lord of the year with the 
value l corrected for the local longitude. Thus l gives the time in days between the 

current MS and the end ( at mean sunrise) of the previous week (VA) at the local 

longitude. 

Figure 5. Lord of the Year Corrected by the Longitudinal Difference 

Timeline (days) 

CA VA AA MS 

I 1 I 1 I I 

The derivation of the formula as reconstructed by Venkatesa is quite crude: one 
simply assumes that the circumference of the observer's parallel of latitude is 4800 

yojanas. Since this corresponds to 1 solar circuit of the earth or 1 nychthemeron 

= 60 ghatikas, 1 ghatika ( = 60 palas) is equivalent to 80 yojanas, so the number of 

palas ind is 3/4 times the number of yojanas in c5.14 

111.4 Verse 4: Accumulated Epact (Suddhi) 

bhavanighnasamal; sva$atsahasra

rrisakahiniil}, saradarri dinarrisayuktal; I 
tithipurvakasuddhir anvitiirthail; 

kftabiiT,1,ais ca jinail}, khariimata$tiil; II 4 

14 Bhaskara's Kara'l},akutiihala (KK 1, 14-15) uses a similar rule. 
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Multiply (the number of) years (y) by 11, diminish (that) by its 6000th 
part, add the 15th part of (the number of) years, add 5;54,24, and divide 
by 30. The remainder is the accumulated epact (suddhi) beginning with 
ti this. 

263 

The formula given in this verse for calculating suddhi or the accumulated epact S 
is: 

y lly 
S = lly + 

15 
-

6000 
+ 5; 54, 24 (mod 30). 

The accumulated epact is the time in mean ti this between MS of the current year 
and the preceding CA. 

Figure 6. Accumulated Epact (suddhi) 

Timeline ( ti this) 

CA VA MS 

I I I 1 

s 
The y-terms give a value for the epact of 11 389/6000 or 11; 3, 53, 24 tithis, in 

accordance with the Saurapak:,a. This is derived from the ratio of tithis to years in 
a yuga: 1603000080 tithis 15 in 4320000 years gi\·es 6, 11; 3, 53, 24 tithis per year, or 
11; 3, 53, 24 tithis in excess of twelve synodic months. Equivalently, 57753336 lunar 

rotations in 4320000 years gives 1, 20, 12: 46, 40. 48 degrees of lunar motion per solar 
year, or 2, 12°; 46, 40, 48 of excess lunar motion over integer rotations. This equals 
the annual accumulation of lunisolar elongation (since the sun is at 0° at the end of 
the year), which when divided by 12° of elongation per mean tithi gives, as before, 

11; 3, 53, 24 tithis. The tithis thus accumulated in they years since epoch are added 
to the epoch constant, 5;54,24 tithis, and the sum modulo 30 (i.e., after removal of 
integer intercalary months consisting of 30 ti this each) gives the accumulated epact 
for the current year. 

The commentator Verikatesa explains the epoch constant, or epoch suddhi, as 

the excess over integer rotations, in degrees, of the product of the epact in degrees 
and the number of years of the kalpa elapsed at epoch. 16 This product gives an 

excess of 1, 11 °; 1, 40, 48 ~ 1, 11 °; 1, 41. GaI.J.esa diminishes this by 0°; 9 to conform 
to observation. 17 The result, 1, 10° ;52,41, is divided by 12 to produce the given epoch 

15 30 x (57753336 - 4320000), that is, 30 times the excess of lunar over solar rotations, i.e. total 

synodic months. See the table of yuga parameters in section V .1. 
16 2,12°;46,40,48 x 1955884626 (mod 360). 
17 See Gmhaliighava 1, 16 and TC 18 (section IV.5 of this paper). 
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constant, 5;54,24 mean tithis. 18 

111.5 Verse 5: Suddhi Complement (Dhruva) 

suddhil;i kha~atsodhitanarj,ika syat 

tithidhruvo 'tha svadasarr,sahfna I 
suddhis tu murdhny ekayuta kha~a<J,bhyaf:i 

sarr,suddhanarj,z bhayujor1 9 dhruvaf:i syat II 5 

The accumulated epact whose na<;likas are subtracted from 20 60 (produces) 
the dhruva of the tithi. Then, the accumulated epact is diminished by its 
10th part. 1 is added to (its) first place (i.e., integer part) and (its) na<;l.Is 

are subtracted from 60. (The sum of the results) is the dhruva of the 
nak 9atra and the yoga. 

Using the subscripts t, n and y to denote amounts in tithis, nak 9atras and yogas, 
and superscripts i and g for integer and ghatika portions, we have: 

Di_ Si 
t - ' 

Df = 60- S9, 

9 
Sn= Sy= 

10
s, 

D~ = nt = s~ + 1, 

Dfi = Dt = 60 - Sfi. 

The fractional tithidhruva Df is the tithi-complement of the suddhi, S; that is, 
because there are 60 tithi-ghatikas in a tithi, one subtracts the fractional part of 
the suddhi, S9, from 60 to give the fractional tithidhruva, or time from MS to the 
end of the tithi in which it falls (tithi 0). The integer part Df of the tithidhruva is 
considered to be the same as that of the suddhi, Si. 

18 If one computes this without G~esa's lunar correction, the epoch constant becomes 5;55,8,24 

mean tithis. 
19 Published text: bhujayor. 
20 The original Sanskrit of this part, khaijatsodhitanar/,ika, literally means "whose naq.ikas are dimin

ished by 60". This, however, makes no sense so we translate this part according to Visvanatha's 

commentary. 
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Figure 7. Dhruva 

Timeline ( ti this) 
CA 

I 
VA 

I 

The Tithicintama'f},i of GaI).esa 

s 

S9 D 9 
t 
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The corresponding dhruvas of the na~atra and the yoga appear to be motivated 
by some such reasoning as the following. Since at MS the mean longitude of the sun 
>-s is 0, using only the mean longitude of the moon >.M ,we can calculate the mean 
tithi, na~atra and yoga corresponding to that moment relatively simply from 

>-•r - 0 
tithi = 1' = s 

12 ' 
>.,u 12 9 

n~atra = 13: 20 = 13; 20 S = 10 S, 

>-..\I+ 0 12 9 
yoga = 13; 20 = 13; 20 S = 10 S. 

The integer part of the quantity (9/lO)S should then be D~ Dt, and its 

fractional part (Si = SZ) subtracted from 60 gives D~ = DZ, the nak~atra- and 
yoga-complement of the suddhi-i.e., the time from :t,.IS to the end of the nak~atra 

or yoga in which it falls. This is true only if the beginnings of a nak~atra and a yoga 
also coincide with CA, as does that of a tithi. 

It is not clear why D~ and Dt are increased by 1. It may imply that si or sz is 
subtracted from this 1 unit = 60 ghatikas, though both Visvanatha and Verikatesa 

do not interpret the procedure in this way but simply add 1 to D~ and nt without 
further discussion. 

111.6 Verse 6: Mean Kendra for Tithi 

saptiihato jaladhise§itavar§aSa'f[l,gho 

'bdiirigii'f[l,Sayuk saradiliidasaniir,:isahrna!J I 
kendra'f[I, tither bhavati madhyam ida'f[I, sa'f[l,udrail}, 

siirighryabdhivahnibhir upetam ibhiisvita§tham II 6 

Multiply by 7 (the number of) years which remains after dividing (y) by 4, 

add a sixth part of the years, diminish by 1/321 of the years, add 4;34,15, 
and divide by 28. The remainder gives the mean kendra of tithi (Kt)-
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The formula given is: 

- y y 
Kt= y mod 4 · 7 + 6 - 321 

+ 4; 34, 15 (mod 28). 

The mean tithikendra Kt is the time in tithis between MS and the end of the 

preceding anomalistic month (AA). 

Figure 8. Mean Kendra for Tithi 

Timeline ( ti this) 

CA VA AA MS 

I I I 1 I 1 

Kt 
The portion of the kendra accumulated since epoch is calculated from the ratio 

of the number of anomalistic months in a yuga (57753336 lunar rotations minus 

488203 rotations of the lunar apogee= 57265133 anomalistic months) to the corre

sponding number of years, 4320000. This ratio produces 13; 15, 20, 56, 39 ~ 13; 15, 21 

anomalistic months per year. This is converted to tithis by computing the ratio of 

tithis to anomalistic months in a yuga: 1603000080/57265133 = 27; 59, 34 tithis per 

anomalistic month, which is rounded up to 28; and then multiplying it by the yearly 

fraction of an anomalistic month to give O; 15, 21 x 28 = 7; 9, 48 tithis per year in 

excess of integer anomalistic months. The integer part of this annual increment 

will produce 7 x 4 = 28 tithis or one anomalistic month every 4 years; hence the 

factor of y modulo 4 in the first term. 21 The fractional part may be rewritten as 

588/3600 = (600-12)/3600 tithis per year, which ought to give exactly y/6-y/300 
for the second and third terms, instead of y/6 - y/321 as stated. 22 

The epoch constant results, as usual, from a ratio involving the yuga parame

ters and the number of years elapsed of the kalpa: 1955884626 lapsed years times 

57265133 anomalistic months per yuga, divided by 4320000 years per yuga, gives 

integer anomalistic months plus O; 9, 47, 42, 54. When this is multiplied by 28, 

21 Mathematically (y (mod 4)) x 7 = 7y (mod 28). 
22 Can GaJJ.esa possibly have made an error in computation here? The fraction 1/6 - 1/321 corre

sponds to O; 9, 48, 47 rather than O; 9, 48 as the fractional part of the annual increment. If the number 

of rotations of the lunar apogee in a yuga were taken to be 488106 (approximately in accordance 

with the Brahmapaki;;a), the corresponding amount would be O; 9, 48, 42 or about 1/6 - 1/319 tithis 

per year. This change of parameter, besides producing a result that still falls short of GaJJ.esa's, 

would produce a wrong value for the ki;;epaka and undermine GaJJ.esa's assertion (TC 18) that the lu

nar apogee according to the Saurapaki;;a is correct. We can think of no other deliberate modification 

of this method that would come close to producing GaJJ.esa's actual results. 
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there results 4; 34, 16, 1, 12, a quantity that can be adjusted to GaI).esa's given 
constant by judicious use of truncation and rounding in the calculation. (E.g., 

O; 9, 47, 42 x 28 = 4; 34, 15, 36.) This, then, represents the tithis accumulated at 
the epoch date (MS of Saka 1447) since the end of the preceding mean anomalistic 
month. The sum of that and the fractions of anomalistic months accumulated in 
the y years since epoch, modulo 28, is the number of tithis between MS and AA, 

or Kt, The end of that month, however, does not actually coincide with the end 

of a tithi, so the difference between the kendra Kt and the suddhi S will not be an 
integer number of tithis. 

111.7 Verse 7: Mean Kendras for Naksatra and Yoga; Corrected 
Kendras 

taddvidha svarasaramalavonaT(I, 

svasvidasralavayuk kramasaJ:i staJ:i I 
kendraka u<J,uyujor bhavakendraT(I, 

syat sphutaT(I, dhruvagha(imukhayuktam II 7 

Write it (the tithikendra) down in two places. (That amount,) diminished 
by its own 36th part and increased by its own 22nd part, is the (mean) 
kendra of the n~atra and yoga respectively. These kendras become true 
when increased by the ghatikas of the dhruva. 

This verse includes two calculations: 

- - ( 1) 1) Kn= Kt· 1 -
36 

, 

- - ( 1) Ky = Kt · 1 + 
22 

. 

1) The mean nak~atrakendra Kn and mean yogakendra Ky are simply converted from 
the mean tithikendra Kt using the yuga parameters. The number of nak~atras in a 

yuga is just 27 times the number of lunar rotations: 27 x 57753336 = 1559340072. 
The corresponding number of yogas is 27 times the sum of solar and lunar rota

tions: 27 x (57753336 + 4320000) = 1675980072. Then the ratio of these to the 
corresponding number of tithis (1603000080) can be found from continued fractions: 

nak~atras 1559340072 1 1 35 
~ 

36' ti this 1603000080 1 1 
1+ 1+-

31239792 35 
35 

+ 43660008 
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(although 36/37 would be a slightly better approximation). Similarly, 

yogas 
ti this 

1675980072 1 1 23 
1603000080 = l + --7-04-2-01_2_2;::;:; l + 22 = 22· 

21 + 72979998 

SCIAMVS 2 

2) One is then expected to correct each mean kendra K to the true kendra K by 
adding the fractional part of its corresponding dhruva, D9. 23 In the case of the 

tithi, since D9 is assumed to be the complement of the suddhi (see section III.5), 
Kt therefore is the time interval in tithis between the beginning of the first mean 
tithi after MS (or the end of mean tithi 0) and the end of the preceding anomalistic 

month. 

Figure 9. Corrected Tithi Kendra 

Timeline ( ti this) 
CA VA 

I I 

AA 

I 1 

Kg 
t 

MS 

I 1 

Dg 
t 

The mean kendras Kn and Ky of nakr;,atra and yoga are just Kt converted to 
different units, and thus represent the amount of time from the end of the anomalistic 

month to MS. Adding the corresponding D~ or Dt to them then is supposed to give 
the time Kn or Ky from the end of the preceding anomalistic month ( which does 
not necessarily correspond to the end of a nakr;,atra or yoga) to the beginning of the 
first nakr;,atra or yoga following MS (or the end of mean nakr;,atra O or mean yoga 0). 

111.8 Verse 8: Bhogas 

tither dhruvaghatzmukha'Tfl, svayuga§aij,kabhagonita'Tfl, hy 

uij,or bhavati yan nijiimbudhigajii'Tfl,iakeniinvitam I 
yuter2 4 nijasiloccayak§itilavonita'Tfl, tadyutaf:i 

prthak prthag ihiibdapo nijanijas ca bhogo bhavet 11 8 

23 "Mean" and "true," though they echo Gal).esa's "madhya" and "sphuta," are somewhat misleading 

terms here: this procedure does not actually apply a correction for accuracy but rather produces a 

result corresponding to a different time interval. 
24 Published text: yute. 
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Add to the lord of the year the ghatikas of the dhruva of the tithi dimin
ished by its own 64th part, that of the nak;iatra increased by its own 84th 
part, and that of the yoga diminished by its own 17th part, separately. 
(The sums are) their bhogas ( B) respectively. 
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The bhoga B (see figures 1 and 3) in days is found by (i) converting to days 
the interval D9 representing (inaccurately, in the case of the nak 9atra and yoga) the 

time between mean Me9asankranti and the beginning of the following tithi, nak 9atra 
or yoga; and (ii) adding to that l in days, representing (as explained in section Ill.3) 
the lord of year modified by the local longitudinal difference. 

Bt = l + D 9 · (1 -_!_) 
t 64 ' 

En = l + Dfi · ( 1 + 
8
\) , 

B = l + D 9 · (1 -_!_) . 
y Y 17 

Thus B is the interval in days between VA and the end of the tithi, nak 9atra or 
yoga following MS. The initial nak 9atrabhoga Bn is further modified in section Ill.9. 

As in the case of conversion to tithis, the factors for conversion to days are 
obtained quite simply from continued fractions involving the yuga parameters, to 

wit: 

days 
ti this 

days 
nak;,atras 

days 
yogas 

1577917828 
1603000080 

1 

1 

1 63 
:=::;;--1 = 64' 

1 + ----- 1 + 63 
22818204 

62 + 25082252 

1577917828 = l + 1 ::::;; l + ~= 85. 
1559340072 17396324 84 84' 

1577917828 
1675980072 

83 + 18577756 

1 1 
-------:=::;; ---

1 
1+-----

8121924 
16 + 98062244 

1 
1+-

16 

16 
17 

111.9 Verse 9: Modified Bhoga for Nak~atra 

bhaspa$takendramurdhii:Jikaf:i svaveda$tii:rrisasarriyutaf:i I 
saptata$tas taduno 'harmukhaf:i karyo bhabhogakaf:i II 9 
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Increase the number in the first place of the true kendra of the nak:;;atra by 
its own 84th part and divide by 7. Subtract the remainder from the bhoga 
of the nak:;;atra beginning with days. (The result is the rectified bhoga of 

the nak:;;atra.) 

- . ( 1) En = En - K~ · 1 + 
84 

(mod 7). 

The nak:;;atrabhoga Bn (see figure 3) given above is modified by diminishing it 

by the integer part of the nak:;;atrakendra Kn converted to days, modulo 7. (The 
conversion factor is the same as that explained in section III.8). The purpose seems 
to be to redefine the bhoga to be the weekday and time not of the end of nak:;;atra 
0 but of AA (the reason for which is explained in section III.13). If the kendra is 
less than the bhoga-that is, if AA falls between VA and MS, as depicted in the 
above figures-the subtraction will accomplish this purpose. If not, according to 

Visvanatha, the bhoga is increased by 7. 

111.10 Verse 10. Ko~thaka, or First Tabular Argument 

caitrader gatatithayo dhruvasya tithya 25 

hfnaJ:,, syus tithidinako$thaka 26 dvidha te I 
svangagnya'TJ'l,sakarahitaJ:,, kramat svadrgdrg

bhaga<J,hya27 u<J,uyutijas tyajet tadagram II 10 

The tithis passed since the beginning of the month Caitra (t) are dimin
ished by the tithi of the dhruva (DD. (The remainder) is the argument 

for the weekdays of the tithi (Nt). Write it down in two places. (That,) 
diminished by its own 36th part and increased by its own 22nd part, is (the 
amount) produced from the nak:;;atra and the yoga respectively. Subtract 
( the numbers of) their initial (places). 28 (The results are the arguments 
of nak:;;atra and yoga, Nn and Ny.) 

This verse gives the arguments ( N) for using the varadi or weekday tables of 

tithi, nak:;;atra, and yoga. 

25 Published text: tithyii}:t. 
26 Published text: 0 ko~taka. 
27 Published text: svadrk 0

• 

28 The meaning of this sentence is not clear. 
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See figures 1 and 3. The quantity t represents the integer number of tithis in 

the interval from CA of the current year to the beginning of the tithi for whose end 

the corresponding weekday and time of day are to be found. This is diminished 

by the integer part of the tithidhruva Dt, which is equal to the integer part of the 

suddhi S (see section IIl.5). So the resulting difference Nt is the integer number of 

tithis from the beginning or end of the tithi within which MS falls ( called tithi O in 

the table heading) to the beginning or end, respectively, of the given tithi. Nn and 

Ny represent the same time interval converted to nak 9atras and yogas, respectively 

( using the conversion factors explained in section III. 7), and truncated to the nearest 

integer. It appears that they are meant to represent the number of time-units from 
the end of the nak 9atra or yoga including MS to the end of the given nak 9atra or 

yoga (which is the one closest to the end of the given tithi). 

111.11 Verse 11: Parakhyako~thaka, or Second Tabular Argument; 
Use of Tables 

svakendramurdhii:likayutaly,29 svako~thakaly, 

syus te parakhya atha yattithf yujo!y,30 I 
dyuko~thakadhodyumukharri 31 svabhogayuk 

parakhyako~thasthagha(fyutonitam II 11 

Their arguments are increased by the number in the initial (place) of their 

own kendras. Those are (the arguments of) the parakhyas (P). Then, 

increase (the entries) beginning with days, under the arguments for the 

weekdays of the tithi and the yoga, by their own bhogas and increase or 

decrease them by the ghat"fs in the column of the parakhya. 

See figures 2 and 3. The parakhyako 9thaka ( P) or second tabular argument, with 
which we enter into the parakhya and hara tables, is the sum of the first argument 

N and the integer part Ki of the kendra: 

It therefore represents the time interval between AA and the end of the given tithi, 

nak 9atra or yoga-minus the small interval of the fractional part K9 of the kendra. 

The result in the table is apparently the time difference in ghat1s produced by the 

effect of the lunar anomaly upon P. As explained in the preceding "Overview of the 

Tithicintamar_ii" (section II), for the tithi and yoga, entering the varadi table with 

29 Published text: 0 miirdhva°. 

30 Published text: yattithiyujol},. 

31 Published text: 0 adho dyumukharJ?,. 
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the ko1?thaka N yields the difference, in weekdays and fractions of a day, between the 
end of time-unit O and the end of the given time-unit; increasing this by the bhoga 

gives the weekday and time at the end of time-unit 0, taking into account only true 

solar and mean lunar motion; and adjusting this by the result of Pin the parakhya 
table corrects it for true lunar motion (exclusive of the small interval K9). 

111.12 Verse 12: Use of Hara Tables for Tithi and Yoga 

adhaJ:isthaharoddhrtakendrana<J,ikaJ:i 

susarriskrtarri syat tapanodayat:32 sphutam I 
tathaiva caikaikasametako$fhatas 

tadagratithyadidinadikarri 33 bhavet II 12 

Divide the na<;IIs of the kendra by the divisor (hara) placed under (the 
parakhya). What is corrected (by that result) is the true (weekdays) from 
sunrise. In the same manner, the weekdays of the tithi etc. beginning with 
that are produced (successively) from the arguments successively increased 
by one. 

As described above in the "Overview," the hara table produces an amount in 
ghatis etc. to be applied to the previous result, and apparently intended to account 
for the effect of lunar anomaly upon the small interval K9 omitted earlier. The 
argument P produces the resulting divisor by which K9 is divided to give an incre

ment or decrement that provides the final correction to the true weekday and the 

time of day at the end of the given tithi or yoga. Gai:iesa notes that the procedure 
can be repeated for each succeeding tithi or yoga. 

111.13 Verse 13: Use of Nalqmtra Tables 

parakhyako$fhe dyumukharri tu bhasya 

svaharahrtkendraghaffmukhena I 
susarriskrtarri tac ca parisphutarri syat 

svabhogayuktarri tapanodayat syat II 13 

(The number of) week-days of the nalu;;atra in the column of the parakhya 
is corrected by the ghatis etc. of the kendra divided by its own divisor. That 
increased by its own bhoga is the very accurate ( number of weekdays) from 
sunrise. 

32 Published text: tapano 0
• 

33 Published text: 0 tithyadi dinadika7J1,. 
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Since the calculation of the nak1;>atra does not involve solar motion, it can be 

accomplished by the use of only two tables: one to account for the effect of the 

lunar anomaly upon the integer parakhyako1;>thaka Pn, and one to account for the 

effect of the lunar anomaly upon the fractional kendra Kt The combined result 
gives the accurate offset in days etc. from AA to the end of the given nak1;>atra. To 

produce the true varadi for that time, this result must be augmented (modulo 7) 

by the weekday and time of AA itself. Hence the modification of the nak1;>atrabhoga 
En, described in section III.9, to produce that quantity. 

IV Tips for Calendar-Makers 

The remaining verses 14-18 are intended as helpful hints for the construction of 
pan can.gas. 

IV.1 Verse 14: Excess and Deficiency of a Day 

ullanghya ced divasam eti tithif:,, pariiharr, 

purve 'hni $a$pighapikiil; syur iyarr, dinarddhil; I 
ekiihni cet tithiyugarr, paraniir),ikiis ta!; 

purvonitiil; syur iha purvagamiit k$ayo 'yam II 14 

If ( the end of) a tithi, passing over a day, falls into the following day, ( there 

are) 60 ghatikas in the previous day: this is the "excess day" (in ghatikas). 

If two ( ends of) ti this (occur) in one day, the na9ikas (in the day at the 

end) of the second (tithi are) diminished by (those of the end of) the first 

(tithi): this is (the length in na9ikas of) the "deficient (day)" from (the 

end of) the first (tithi). 

Here Ga:r;iesa seems to state the definitions of the length in ghatikas ( =na9ikas) 

of excess and deficient days. If a day does not include the end of any tithi, the 

day is an "excess" day and its length is 60 ghatikas. On the other hand, if a tithi 
is completely included in a day and therefore includes no ends of days, that tithi 

converted into day-ni'i91s is called a "deficient" day in this verse. 

IV.2 Verse 15: Identification of Nak~atra and Yoga 

nijadhruvordhviinkayutii dyuko$thakiil; 

bhase$itiis te bhayutr ca te stal; I 
ekaikayuktau pratiko$tham atra 

k$aye 'pi vrddhau tithivad vidhil; syiit II 15 
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The argument of weekdays ( of the naki?atra and the yoga) increased by the 
argument of their own dhruva, modulo 27, is the naki?atra and yoga. Add 

1 (to the naki?atra and yoga) successively for each successive argument. As 
for deficiency and excess, the same rule as for ti this is (applied). 

According to this, the sum of the koi?thaka Nn or Ny (integer number of time

units following MS) and the integer dhruva D~, Dl (integer number of time-units 
between CA and MS), modulo 27, gives the number of the given naki?atra or yoga. 

This makes use of the definition in section III.5 of the integer naki?atra- and yoga
dhruva as equivalent to the number of the naki?atra or yoga at MS. 

IV.3 Verse 16: Entrances of the Sun into Zodiacal Signs and 
Naksatras 

sabdesakal), sarikrama'f},apravesa 

Vf$ad yamark$ac ca parisphutal), syul), I 
tithidyuko$the likhitarri svanama 

yasmin tadasannadine 'thava syul), II 16 

(The time offsets) of the entrances of the sun (into) Taurus etc. or (the 
constellation) Bhara9I etc., increased by the lord of the year, are the true 
(weekdays of the entrance). Or, (the entrance) occurs on the day (in the 
cell) of the table of the weekdays of the tithi in which its own name is 
written. 

If the calendar-maker wishes to include in his work the times of entrance of the 
sun into zodiacal signs and na~atra-constellations besides MS, all he has to do is 
add the lord of the year to the time offset from MS to that entrance. 34 

IV.4 Verse 17: Intercalary and Omitted Months; Tithis within the 
suddhi 

me$ad dvadasasarikramais ca sahitas caitrii.dimii.-Sii. amii.-

nto masal), sa visarikramo 'dhika iti dvi~ saizkrama~ sa k$aya~ I 

34 Tables 4 and 5 of SATIUS pp. 49-50 are the tables of the times of entrance into na4atra

constellations and zodiacal signs respectively, though it is not clear why the tabulated values of 

the times of entrance into Aries and Asvin1 are not 0;0,0 but 4;49,34 (or 6;4,34). These values are 

presumably calculated by computing the time corresponding to the longitude difference between 

that entrance and Aries 0°; if it is a true longitude difference that is required, some sort of iterative 

rule will be necessary for this. Cf. Brahmasphutasiddhanta 3, 61-62. 
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syat spa$tajabhasankrama!J, prathamata!J, suddhes trfiye dine 

suddhe!J, praktithayo madhupratipada!J, syu!J, purvavar$adhruvai!J, II 17 

The months beginning with Caitra include 12 entrances ( of the sun into 
the zodiacal signs) beginning with Aries (respectively). The month ends 
(and begins) at the instant of new moon. (A month) without an entrance is 
an intercalary month. (A month) with two entrances is an omitted month. 
The true entrance ( of the sun) into Aries occurs on the third day of the 

suddhi from the beginning (MS). 

(Any) tithis from the beginning of Caitra (that are) before the suddhi are 
treated with the constants of the previous year. 
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Intercalary and omitted months are defined. Gal).esa adds that for calculating the 
times of the tithis of the current year preceding MS, the dhruva (and, presumably, 

the other required quantities) should be that determined for the preceding year. 
He also points out that the true entrance of the sun into Aries falls on the third 

day before the mean one, which we call MS, since the solar equation near Aries 0° 

is 2+ 0
• 

Finally he instructs that if the number of tithis counted from CA is less than the 
suddhi, one should use the constants of the previous year. 

IV .5 Verse 18: Parameters 

sauro 'rko 'pi vidh:iiccam ankakalikonabjas tamas tv aryajas 

tebhya!J, syii.d graha1J,ii.di drksamam 35 iya'T[I, prokta maya sa tithi!J, I 
grahya marigaladharmanir'l)ayavidhav e$a yato drksama 

'thapek$ii. yadi cii.litopakaro1J,ais tatpak$aja syat tithi!J, II 18 36 

(The parameters of) the sun and lunar apogee are (from the) Saura 
(school). (That of) the moon diminished by 9 minutes is (the Saura value) 
. The node (of the moon's orbit) is, howeYer, (from the) Arya (school). 
From those, the agreement of (the calculation of) eclipses with observation 
occurs. What is stated by me is such a tithi. 

This ( tithi) should be accepted in the determination and performance of 
auspicous ceremonies and duties because of (its) agreement with observa

tion. 
(Though the parameters of some schools which do not agree with obser
vations are useless,) it may be possible to get a tithi produced by such 
schools by means of adjusted auxiliary tables, if it is desired. 

35 Published text: 0 drg0
• 

36 The first quarter of this verse is similar to that of Grahaliighava l, 16. 
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Besides the peroration, verse 18 states that the positions for the sun and lunar 
apogee as given by the Saurapak 9a are correct, as is that of the moon diminished 
by nine minutes. This alteration would change the number of rotations of the moon 

in a yuga from the Saura school's 4, 27, 22, 35, 36 to 4, 27, 22, 35, 35; 59, 59, 59, 48, so 
it seems reasonable to suppose that for simplicity Gal).esa retained the Saura yuga 
parameters in his calculations. He also mentions that the Arya school gives the 

correct parameter of the lunar node, yet he never uses it in the TC. 

V Tithicintamani Table Reconstruction . 
To date, our reconstructions of the Tithicintama7J,i's tables are tentative (no hints 
as to his methods being given by Gal).esa himself) and only moderately successful. 

V .1 Parameters 

The reconstructions rely upon the following yuga parameters from the Saurapak 9a37 

which seem to be the same as those used to calculate the epoch constants: 

Years 4320000 Sidereal months 57753336 
Synodic months 53433336 "Yoga months" 62073336 
Apogee rotations 488203 Anomalistic months 57265133 
Ti this 1603000080 Nak 9atras 1559340072 

Yogas 1675980072 Civil days 1577917828 

This produces the following mean motions, v, for the sun, moon, and lunar apogee 

(denoted by subscripts S, M, and A respectively) in a mean day, tithi, nak 9atra, or 
yoga ( denoted by superscripts d, t, n, and y): 

- d 
Vs 0;59,8,10,10 - d 

VM 13;10,34,52,4 - d 
VA 0;6,40,58,43 

- t 
Vs 0;58,12,39,4 - t 

VM 12;58, 12,39,4 - t 
VA 0;6,34,42,16 

- n 
VM 13;20 -n 

VA 0;6,45,45,20 

- y 
Vs 0;55,40,33,53 - y 

VM 12;24,19,26, 7 - y 
VA 0;6,17,31,1 

Since the end of the period of quiescence at the beginning of the kalpa there 
have elapsed 1955884626 years up to the epoch, mean Me9asa:rikranti of Saka 1447 
(MS1447). 

37 These parameters are given, for example, in SS 1, 29-44. 
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V .2 Required Quantities 

The yuga ratios give the epoch mean longitudes (mean longitudes at MS1447) 

>.J(= 0°), >.,&, >.J for each of the astronomical bodies in question. 38 The frac
tional dhruvas Df, Dt Df and the kendras Kt, Kn, Ky, for tithi, naki?atra and 
yoga respectively, are computed as specified in the text. From these we can com

pute the mean longitudes of the sun, the moon, and apogee at the end of the mean 
tithi, n~atra and yoga in which MS falls (denoted by the subscript O or by "fmt," 
"fmn," "fmy" for "first mean tithi," etc.): 

, fo _ Dg . V- t + \ e t "'s - t s "'S , e c. 

In addition, we compute their mean longitudes at the end of the mean tithi, 
n~atra and yoga in which MS falls if these units are counted from the end of the 
preceding anomalistic month, AA (which ordinarily does not coincide with the end 
of a tithi, n~tra or yoga). These are denoted by the subscript 00, or by "fat", 
"fan", "fay" for "first anomalistic tithi", e.g., >.f00 means the mean solar longitude 
at "fat". These reference points are illustrated below by an example using ti this. 

We demonstrate here only the procedure for calculating the tables for the tithi 
because the algorithms for calculating the naki?atra and yoga are almost identical 
to that for the tithi, except that no corrections for solar motion are involved for the 

na~atra. 

Figure 10. fmt and fat 

Timeline ( ti this) 

CA VA AA ~IS 1447 

I I I 1 I 
AAfmt fmt 

Rt Dg t 

Kg 
t Ki t 

Timeline ( ti this) 

CA VA AA MS 1447 

I I I I 1 

fat 

38 At present, >..r& omits Gar.tesa's nine-minute correction to the lunar longitude given in verse 18. 

When this correction is included, the resulting difference is negligible. 
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V .3 Recalculation of Tables for the Tithi 

The basic procedure for recomputing the tabular values is this: 

(step 1) Knowing the mean longitudes at "fmt" (~ lo) as well as the number of mean 

tithis (Kl) between that time and the end of the mean tithi in which AA falls 

("AAfmt"), and possessing also the mean motions per tithi as shown above, 

we can compute the mean longitudes for the sun, the moon, and apogee at the 

end of every mean tithi [1 from "AAfmt" to the end of the table. 

(step 2) We do the same for every mean tithi [11 as computed from the reference point 
"fat," and get the mean longitudes at the end of every mean tithi [11 from AA. 

(step 3) For each of these mean longitudes the corresponding solar and lunar anomalies 

and equations are calculated. The mean longitude and anomaly of the sun for 

[11 are only used to compute solar velocities. We have no need of the equation 

of the sun here. 

(step 4) From these, using Gal).esa's formulas, we compute the corrected solar and lunar 

velocities. 

(step 5) And hence we find the "mean-true" elongation during this tithi between the 

mean moon and true sun, and the "true" elongation between the true moon 

and true sun. 

(step 6) Then the time difference is calculated between the end of this "mean-true" tithi 
(t1), the conjunction of the mean moon and true sun, and that of the corre

sponding mean tithi from the solar equation and the "mean-true" elongation. 

This time difference, converted into days and added (modulo 7) to the number 

of days in j mean tithis, is the varadi or "mean-true" weekday between fmt 

and the end of t1. 

(step 7) The parakhya, or correction to the varadi due to lunar anomaly, is computed 
from "fat" parameters, to reflect the underlying assumption that AA is the end 

of a tithi. The lunar equation divided by the true elongation and converted to 

days is the difference between the "mean-true" and the true current tithi, i.e., 

the parakhya. 

(step 8) The fractional kendra divided by the hara, or "hara-difference," is the correc

tion applied to compensate for the error introduced by the assumption that 

AA is the end of a tithi. In our program, the parakhya is recalculated as 

above but with "fmt" parameters, and the difference between the "fmt" and 

"fat" parakhyas is then the hara-difference, which when divided into the epoch 

fractional kendra is the recomputed hara. This recomputed hara, however, is 

apparently not the one that Gal).esa calculated, because if he had obtained 

"fmt" parakhyas or the true correction to the varadi due to lunar anomaly. he 

would have had no need to calculate and tabulate haras. He seems to haYe 

used a linear interpolation to get haras from two successive "fat" parakhyas. 
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as we will show below. 

The specific algorithms used in this procedure are as follows: 

(step 1) Computations are carried out for each successive mean tithi tj (for -Kf S j S 
the end of the table, so that the first of these tj, when j = - Kf, is the first tithi 
after AA). To calculate the mean longitude for each body at the corresponding 
mean tithi (>. fi) 39 : 

>.Ji = 5,Jo + j. fi§, 

>.}J = 5.}J + j. VJ,,~, 

\ tj \ to . - t 
A_4 = A_4 + ] -V.4. 

(step 2) In addition, we calculate the mean longitude (>. iii): 

>. tjj _ >. too t 

1
. V t 

S - 5 1 . '-5· 

x}p = x_,~00 + j. f:_,~. 

_xfjj=_xfm+j·f:t _4 _4 .4.· 

(step 3) The solar and lunar anomalies "-S and i"i_\f at this time. starting from each of 
these reference points, are found (taking the longitude of the solar apogee to 
be 78°, as in the Saurap~): 

,,_/j = >.;) - ,8. 
f - f - f 

"-M J = )._,j - ,\ __ /. 

,,_/jj = xJ1j - ,s . 
.,.. 'ltjj - \ fj; - \ f;; 
"'·" - A,\[ A.4. . 

Then Gai;i.esa's formulas from Grahalii.ghava 2. 2-3 are applied to produce the 

39 For simplicity's sake, no conditions for determining sign or result modulo 360 are indicated in 

these or any of the following formulas. 
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corresponding equations µ/i, µMti, µMlii. The formulas are as follows:40 

(step 4) Now we compute for this mean tithi t1 (or t11, depending on whether we count 
it from "fmt" or from "fat") the "daily velocity of elongation," that is, the 
difference accruing in the day corresponding to this tithi between the longitudes 

of sun and moon. 
The true velocity formulas for the luminaries are taken from Grahalaghava 

2, 4.41 They are slightly modified to represent daily motions at the given tithi, 

40 There is no evidence to show that Gal).esa used them to compute these tables. These rules can 

be derived by starting with a simplified procedure from the Suryasiddhanta (SS 2, 34-39), namely 

µ<'l = Sin r;, · __!:_ 
360 

where c is the (maximum) circumference of the epicycle, and combining it with the well-known 

approximation 

S
. 4R11:(l80 - K) 
lil" ::::::: ----'-----'-

40500 - 11:(180 - 11:) 

If R is taken as 3438, c for the sun as 14, and for the moon as 32. the resulting constants are close 

to Gal).esa's. 
41 It is not yet apparent how Gal).esa derived these formulas for daily motions. and. again. whether 

indeed he used them to compute these tables. 
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in degrees: 42 

(
11 _ 90 - K,ij) (90 - K,ij) 

,:{o) ( ) 20 20 
vii = v; ± ------1-3-. -60------, 

(
11 _ 90 - K,ijj) (90 - K,ijj) 

to) _(o) 20 20 
vs 11 = vs ± , 

13 · 60 

(step 5) Combining these to produce the daily velocity of elongation is fairly straight

forward. For the varadi, this is computed for the mean moon and true sun, 

producing the "mean-true" velocity of elongation vl; for the parakhya, both 
moon and sun are true, giving the true velocity of elongation v ,e,. ti or v ,e,. tii. 

v 1i = v M - vii, 
t t t 

Vt,. 1 = VA/ 1 - VS 1 , 

t t t 
V,e,.JJ = V_I..J 11 - VS 11 . 

42 The original formulas in the Grahalaghava are: 

(
ll- 90-Ks) (90-Ks) 

, 20 20 
vs<) =vs±~----~~--~ 

13 ' 

7 . (ll _ 90 - KM) (90 - KM) 
VM(') = VM ± -~---20_3~~--20_~. 
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(step 6) Then the resulting difference 8ri in days between the end of mean-true tithi lj 
and that of the mean tithi tj is computed: 

This formula is derived as follows: In the following explanation, we use the 
conjunction of the sun and moon as the end of tithi for the sake of simplicity; 
in figure 11, c, c, and c represent the moment of the conjunction of the mean 

moon and mean sun, that of the mean moon and true sun, and that of the true 
moon and true sun, respectively. 

Figure 11. Calculation of Time Difference 

11, 1 Positions of the Sun and Moon at c 

,\it ~it 
--+-~-1--------------- (lunar orbit) µM 

µc 
----1----~~--__,1-------(solar orbit) 

~~ ,\~ 
11, 2 at c 

11, 3 at C 

,\C s 

At c (figure 11, 1), the mean sun and moon conjoin. The true sun and true 

moon locates at distances ofµ~ and µit. 
Then, assuming that at c, 8c after c, the mean moon catches up with the true 
sun (figure 11, 2), 
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The varadi Vli is the sum (modulo 7) of this difference and the number of days 

in j mean tithis: 

v0 = (j · ~ + 8ri) ( mod 7), 

where d/t is the ratio of the length of a day to a tithi for converting j in tithis 
to days. 

(step 7) The para.kb.ya iii is the difference in days (due to lunar anomaly) between the 
end of the mean-true tithi ljj and that of the true tithi tH 

i f i 
Theoretically, µ lJ should be used instead of µ lJ as the numerator, and v l.1 = 

i i vjJ -v 81 as denominator in this formula (see figure 11, 2 and 3). It is, however, 
extremely complicated to compute these values and we assumed that Gal).esa 

used approximations. 
(step 8) Finally, the correction derived from hara, the "hara-difference" hli, is the dif

ference between the above parakhya plii and the parakhya as computed from 
"fint," pli: 

Then, the hara itself (which is tabulated) should be 

Gal).esa, however, seems to use a simple linear interpolation for hli using two 
successive "fat" parakhyas (plii) instead of ii and iii: the ratio of pfH 1H 1 -

plii to 1 tithi is equal to that of ( hli) to Kf ( < 1). 
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From this, we arrive at the formula 

1 
hara = -----

pti+lj+l - ptjj 

SCIAMVS 2 

This formula appears previously in the Sfghrasiddhi of Lak;;midhara 

(A.D. 1278), in verse 4, 34, and gives values closer to those in the table than 

the theoretical formula above. 

We give in the appendix the results of our recomputation of the tithivaradi and 

tithiparakhya according to the algorithms described above. 
In the following graphs (graphs 1, 2, and 3) drawn with Mathematica, 43 gray lines 

or dots are the results from the algorithms of our reconstruction, and black dots are 
original data in the table of the published TC after correction of apparent errors. 

The graph for varadi displays not tabulated or calculated varadis themselves but 
the differences between two successive ones. This means that the graph shows the 

variation of the length of "mean-true" tithis throughout approximately one solar 

year. 

These comparisons indicate that our reconstruction does not fully succeed yet in 

reproducing the tabulated data, but seems to be proceeding along the right lines to 

a correct understanding of Gru;iesa's techniques. 

43 Version 2, Wolfram Research, 1991. 
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Appendix 
' 

Sample of the Tables of TC 

Tithi Nak~atra Yoga 

arg Vara.di Parakhya Hara Parakhya Hara Vara.di Parakhya Hara 

0 O; 10, 43 O; 55 10 6; 59, 44 12; 30 6; 51, 1 -0; 46 12 

1 1; 9, 45 6; 53 10; 30 1; 6, 12 11 O; 47, 32 4; 15 12; 30 

2 2; 8, 48 12; 30 12; 30 2; 12, 16 13 1; 44 4 9; 0 14 

3 3; 7, 50 17; 20 16 3; 17, 36 16 2; 40, 37 13; 10 17 

4 4; 6, 51 21; 4 25 4; 22, 0 24 3; 37, 11 16; 42 24 

5 5; 5; 52 23; 30 48 5; 25, 10 50 4; 33, 43 19; 12 38 

6 6; 4, 53 24; 44 -600 6; 27, 4 00 5; 30, 18 20; 41 400 

7 7; 3, 54 24; 38 -45 O; 27, 50 -46 6; 26, 51 21; 25 -160 

8 1; 2, 55 23; 19 -25 1; 27, 14 -25 O; 23, 24 21; 2 -47 

9 2; 1, 57 20; 56 -18 2; 25, 37 -18; 30 1; 19, 58 19; 44 -28 

10 3; 0, 57 17; 38 -15 3; 23, 10 -15 2; 16, 32 17; 35 -21 

11 3; 59, 58 13; 32 -13 4; 20, 0 -13; 30 3; 13, 6 14; 47 -18 

12 4; 58, 59 8; 58 -12 5; 16, 18 -12; 30 4; 9, 40 11; 22 -16 

13 5; 58, 0 4; 0 -12 6; 12, 18 -12; 15 5; 6, 15 7; 33 -15 

14 6; 57, 1 -1; 3 -12 O; 8, 10 -12; 30 6; 2, 49 3; 26 -14 

15 O; 56, 2 -6; 5 -13 1; 4, 6 -13; 15 6; 59, 24 -0; 48 -14 

16 1; 55, 3 -10; 48 -13; 30 2; 0, 21 -15; 30 O; 55, 57 -4; 56 -14; 30 

17 2; 54, 3 -15; 17 -16 2; 57, 3 -18 1; 52, 32 -9; 4 -16 

18 3; 53, 2 -19; 1 -20 3; 54, 26 -23 2; 49, 7 -12; 45 -19 

19 4; 52, 1 -21; 58 -30 4; 52, 35 -40 3; 45, 41 -15; 56 -22 

20 5; 50, 59 -24; 0 -50 5; 51, 49 -160 4; 42, 16 -18; 35 -35 

Results of Our Recomputation 

arg Tithivaradi Parakhya arg Tithivaradi Parakhya 

0 O; 10, 33, 8, 53 -0; 0, 20, 50 11 3; 59, 41, 14, 20 14; 22, 14, 14 

1 1; 9, 34, 46, 34 6; 4, 43, 18 12 4; 58, 40, 55, 33 9; 55, 4, 4 

2 2; 8, 36, 13, 22 11; 41, 0, 4 13 5; 57, 40, 26, 35 5; 4, 13, 38 

3 3; 7, 37, 29, 21 16; 33, 21, 26 14 6; 56, 39, 47, 31 -0; 0, 51, 26 

4 4; 6, 38, 34, 35 20; 27, 32, 11 15 O; 55, 38, 58, 25 -5; 5, 51, 36 

5 5; 5, 39, 29, 5 23; 11, 43, 7 16 1; 54, 37, 59, 24 -9; 56, 31, 8 

6 6; 4, 40, 12, 55 24; 38, 2, 11 17 2; 53, 36, 50, 33 -14; 23, 24, 17 

7 O; 3, 40,46, 9 24; 43, 43, 48 18 3; 52, 35, 31, 56 -18; 15, 57, 37 

8 1; 2, 41, 8, 50 23; 35, 20, 55 19 4; 51, 34, 3, 40 -21; 23, 17, 3 

9 2; 1, 41, 21, 3 21; 22, 58, 10 20 5; 50, 32, 25, 51 -23; 35, 7, 42 

10 3; 0, 41, 22, 52 18; 15, 10, 33 
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